The graduation project is a steffer for nature for the newly agricultural area in between Rotterdam and Delft, in policy known better as Hof van Delfland. The strategy for the future of Hof van Delfland is to change in rural landscape and development (policy for three scenarios: a rural parkstructure, reorganisation farmland - the next step for the bufferzone - and the use of soil for agricultural landscapes and parks)

This graduation project is based on the theme of production and consumption in the landscape, which elaborates the research question. What should the new patterns for production and consumption in a metropolitan landscape be?

With this research, a general and local specific task back to different fields for the strategy for the bufferzone. The goal of this is to explore the future of Hof van Delfland and define the strategy for the future of Hof van Delfland. The research question is: Redefining production and consumption patterns for a metropolitan landscape in a rural context.

Rural Park Hof van Delfland and response to the changes in rural landscape and developments for policy for these areas. The graduation project is to define a future for the mainly agricultural area in-between Rotterdam and Delft and in policy known better as Hof van Delfland. The graduation project is to define a future for the mainly agricultural area in-between Rotterdam and Delft.

Redevelopment of rural parkstructure

The quieted farmer yard will be transformed- when sold and having enough quality- to a civilian yard, to increase the value of the land when sold. To deal with the high ground prices a cooperation and ground bank has been arised. Municipality/province, cooperation of farmers and instances: the next step for the bufferzone.

The research has lead to the next step for interventions. It is about transforming production and consumption in the landscape, infrastructure, buildings and parks. It will lead to locational specific and local specific tasks back to different fields for the strategy for the bufferzone.

The quieted farmer yard will be transformed- when sold and having enough quality- to a civilian yard, to increase the value of the land when sold. To deal with the high ground prices a cooperation and ground bank has been arised. Municipality/province, cooperation of farmers and instances: the next step for the bufferzone.

These projects mostly are small interventions that can be implied and work separately, but mostly they belong together in a spatial structure ( a front position) instead of a backyard of the cities. This will be done by a design of - etc…
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This research has lead to the next step for interventions. It is about transforming production and consumption in the landscape, infrastructure, buildings and parks. It will lead to locational specific and local specific tasks back to different fields for the strategy for the bufferzone.